last inspection 12/14/2011

>TSS @ 003 reported incorrectly

>mod to remove Hg from 001

>SO/C for Hg

>Cond. #14 allows for removal before final limit is effective if they can show there's no RP

>check SO/C State

SO/C for PPS @ 002

>Submitted 5/30/2013

>NOPP see letter dated 6/17/2013

remove also from under permit

geometric mean (see 9/17/2012 letter) is:

\[
\sqrt[4]{0.00237 \times 0.00108 \times (0.000869 \times 0.00125)} = 0.001808 \text{ mg/L}
\]

\[
0.001808 \text{ mg/L} \times 2.13 = 0.00394 \text{ mg/L} < 0.012 \text{ mg/L} \text{ (WQS)}
\]

:. no RP